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Abstract
Fast acting battery energy storage systems are able to swing power very quickly between maximum import and
maximum export in less than 50ms based on operational experience of a 2MW energy storage system. However, this
can result in nuisance tripping of the unit through the operation of the loss-of-mains protection (LoM). This paper
looks at data captured during power swings of up to 4MW during typical operation and discusses the potential for
nuisance tripping, and suggests potential settings for improved operation.
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1. Introduction
Fast acting energy storage systems (ESS) are connected to the grid in compliance with the same
regulations used for connecting embedded generation, potentially causing nuisance tripping on ESS. In
the UK, new draft standards for exporting energy to the National Grid are the Energy Networks
Association (ENA) Engineering Recommendation G98 for units with a capacity less than 50kW(3-phase)
or 17kW(1-phase) and the ENA Engineering Recommendation G99 for larger units. These are currently
in draft form and are superseding the G83 [1]and G59 [2], respectively. These standards include technical
requirements such as protection settings, compliance and commissioning necessities, which must be
adhered to in order to export energy to the grid. The protection mechanisms of the G99 standard include
2-stage under-voltage, over-voltage, under-frequency and over-frequency, as well as an approved loss-ofmains (LoM)/anti-islanding protection method. LoM is designed to prevent a generator from
unintentionally operating in an islanded mode when the grid system trips out and inadvertently energises
parts of the Network. A setting map determined through modelling for synchronous generators has been
proposed to maximise islanding detection, whilst reducing incorrect tripping to other events using
traditional relay devices; this aim is more complex than can be dealt with through a standard [3]. Energy
storage systems have the ability to provide power within a few cycles, much faster than possible with
synchronous generators. ESS operate with different characteristics to synchronous generators meaning
existing LoM could cause nuisance tripping of ESS.
The only methods of LoM protection currently allowed within the UK standards are rate of change of
frequency (RoCoF) and vector shift. Research has been carried out into the continuing viability of these
methods for loss-of-mains protection [4] and analytical tools have been developed from a real-world case
study for determining LoM settings [5].
The National Grid Working Group GC0035/GC0079 [6] is currently undertaking a review of the
settings. The proposed changes include increases to the RoCoF protection settings and the removal of the
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vector shift technique. The settings include an increase from the existing 0.125Hz/s to 1Hz/s with the
requirement to operate over a period of 500ms. This is in response to the LoM sensitivity to network
disturbances causing spurious disconnections and to improve fault ride through of connected generation
units [7].
A number of alternative methods to RoCoF and vector shift have been proposed in literature that could
be implemented to provide benefits for the operation of ESS. However, these tend to be more complex to
implement. A review of the available methods is included in [8]. Examples of passive techniques include:
Differentiating between phase steps and islanding conditions [4], comparing the RoCoF at multiple points
on the system to differentiate between a local disturbance and a mains failure; known as change of rate of
change of frequency (CoRoCoF) [9], continuous monitoring of the rate of change of voltage and change
in power factor [10] and estimating oscillation frequency (though it is only useful for synchronous
generators) [11].
Active techniques generally involve the generator adding a perturbation signal to its output. The
system then decides if an islanding condition is present by the system response to the signal. These active
methods can provide a more reliable indication of an islanding condition and result in a smaller nondetection zone. There can be drawbacks such as lowering the power quality on the bus they are connected
to and can affect other systems utilising anti-islanding detection. A method of implementing RoCoF as an
active technique has been proposed utilising low-frequency current injection [12]. Further active methods
include frequency bias [13], active frequency drift [14], frequency jump [15], reactive error export
detection [16], [17] and system impedance monitoring [18]. Another potential method uses fault level
monitoring [19], which utilises thyristor switching to measure the current through a shunt inductor and
thus calculate the fault level. None of these techniques are currently available for use in the UK, therefore
they will not be considered in this study.
It is important that LoM protection is accurate, as unintentional islanding can be prolonged due to
external factors. For example, under-frequency load shedding can prolong islanding conditions found
from investigating naturally occurring substation, transmission and feeder events on the distribution
network [20]. The events investigated look at traditional synchronous generation and wind farms, which
have different characteristics to energy storage. Solar generation was considered – which has closer
characteristics to energy storage – however insufficient data was available for a detailed study. Antiislanding protection has also been shown to cause voltage sag in the local network [21]. Voltage sags can
adversely affect the network and potentially cause additional maloperations in other distributed
generation (DG) units.
The accuracy of LoM can be affected by external factors including white noise, which has been shown
to introduce errors into the measurement of differentiated measurement methods such as RoCoF
depending on the filtering method utilised [22]. Imbalance between the phases of the three-phase network
can affect the LoM measurements. RoCoF is particularly sensitive to phase-angle unbalance [23]. The
reliability of the anti-islanding protection can be optimised by managing the settings and network data
using simulations. However, this is time consuming to carry out for individual cases and is only
applicable to synchronous generation units [24].
A number of different methods have been proposed to improve the accuracy of RoCoF, including
improving the filter method for RoCoF [23] along with a method of inserting capacitors onto the network
when the main breaker opens to create a power mismatch by adding reactive power [25]. It is unlikely
that capacitors could be used as solution for fast acting energy storage as these could react with the filter
impedance of the inverter and cause unwanted resonance.
2. Problem Definition
Despite the published work aimed at improving anti-islanding protection, the UK Energy Storage
system is still heavily tied to traditional RoCoF techniques. Fast acting energy storage connected to the
grid system has to use ROCOF or vector shift protection as part of the grid connection requirements. The
settings associated with these are not designed for fast acting storage and therefore plant connected in this
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way will trip unpredictably on a frequent basis; called nuisance tripping.
An additional complication is that although the RoCoF protection should not trip when the battery is
importing, existing protection devices have no discrimination between import and export.
This paper is novel because it tries to quantify those impacts based on real world operation of a 2MW
energy storage system and suggests RoCoF settings that could be applied without major changes to the
methodology behind RoCoF anti-islanding protection as a mechanism for reducing nuisance trips.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 3 investigates why spurious tripping is an issue for fast
acting energy storage. Section 4 introduces the Willenhall Energy Storage System (WESS) – a 2MW
lithium-titanate battery system – that has been used to generate the practical results in this paper. Section
4 introduces a single-phase equivalent-circuit model of the WESS using simulink. Section 5 compares the
model results with those obtained from fast power switching of the WESS between import and export to
validate the model. This model is then used in Section 6 to investigate the likelihood of nuisance tripping
for the proposed protection settings to determine the likelihood of nuisance tripping on the Network.
3. Reason for Nuisance Trips

Fig. 1. Simplified waveform at the point of measurement for connection of the BESS to the Grid

Fig. 1 is the standard waveform for a fault occurring at zero switching but this is also representative of
the waveform that would be attained for a sudden change in import/export power. This paper considers
power swings and different values of power angle at which this power swing occurs due to the presence
of additional capacitance in the inverter. Fig. 2 shows a simplified model of the WESS connected to the
network with the impedances of the key elements lumped together. The battery energy storage system
(BESS) is connected to an inverter, which exports power through a filter to a transformer to the grid.
The equations of the circuit are as follows:
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In addition, the measured voltage at the protection relay can be found from,
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The following set of equations needs to be solved in order to calculate this measured voltage.
(6)
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R1 and L3 = LV impedance of circuits S = Power Import/Export Changeover Switch L1, L2 and C1 = ESS filter impedance
R2 and L4 = Transformer and Grid Network impedance referred to LV side of transformer
Vb = Battery Inverter Voltage Vc = Capacitor Voltage Vm = Measurement Voltage (Relay) location VG = Grid Voltage
I1 = ESS Current I2 = Grid Current

Fig. 2. Simplified network model

The resultant waveform produced during connection to the grid is a transient state of similar form to
that produced under fault, in that it has both DC and AC components due to the presence of the
inductance and the subsequent L/R time constant, as shown in Fig. 1 in exaggerated form.
It is the presence of the DC component, which affects where the zero crossing is detected. The longer
time to detecting the zero crossing shown by the arrow appears to the protection as a change in phase shift
or frequency. The detection of and subsequent analysis of the zero crossing and its use in the LoM
protection is the reason behind the nuisance trip. The value of the DC component is dependent on when
the switching occurs in relation to the phase angle of the sine wave component of the grid voltage.
Once the zero crossing has been detected, this value is used to determine the vector shift or RoCoF
configuration values. Obviously, Fig. 1 is a simplification of the waveform that would be produced, as
there is also capacitance present in the system resulting in a more complex waveform. The research
question then becomes two fold; what would the settings need to be to ensure no nuisance tripping and
how would this vary across different BESS schemes?
4. Experimental Platform
The WESS is a collaborative research facility, funded by the UK EPSRC under the ‘Capital for great
technologies call’. The full-scale system, owned and operated by the University of Sheffield, includes a
2MW, 1MWh Toshiba lithium-titanate battery system [26], which is interfaced to a 2MVA ABB inverter,
connected to the grid through an 11kV feed at the Willenhall primary substation, via a step-up isolation
transformer as shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 3 shows the site including the 2MW battery container, isolation
transformer and inverter container.
The system was designed to be a fast acting energy storage system and is able to transition from full
import to full export and vice versa in a sub-cycle time scale. At peak power output, the system can
provide a 4MW power swing within 2 cycles. The WESS operates UK under national power demand and
frequency response schemes up to its rated capacity.

Fig. 3. Willenhall energy storage system

The WESS G59 protection system includes the distribution network operator (DNO) witness tested
Woodward MFR1 relay, which is used for the day-to-day running of the system. As part of this testing, an
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additional Deep Sea Electronics (DSE) P100 protection relay was installed in parallel with the Woodward
relay, as shown in Fig. 5. This relay provides greater setup flexibility and access to data.
The 1MWh battery system was operated for a number of cases to mimic real-world operational modes,
 0 – 2MW Export
 0 – 2MW Import
 2MW Import – 2MW Export
 2MW Export – 2MW Import

Fig. 4. WESS single line diagram

The data from which was used to validate the created Simulink model. To capture the data, a LeCroy
oscilloscope was connected using three differential voltage probes to the three line voltages and used to
capture the waveforms of the measurement data during system operation. A fourth probe was used to
generate the trigger point for a trip signal from the DSE relay. The DSE relay was setup to trip on RoCoF
excursions and to record both the peak vector shift and RoCoF seen by the relay.

Fig. 5. G59 protection system

5. Simulink Model of Willenhall
A single-phase equivalent model of the WESS was produced in Matlab Simulink 2017a, as shown in
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Fig. 6. The impedance values of the system were estimated from a combination of manufacturer’s data
and calculations of cable impedance. These are detailed in Table 1, they represent an approximation of
the parameters of the system. The filter impedance is not explicitly known but has been estimated. The
model was run using a fixed time step and the inverter voltage was subject to a step change to simulate a
change in power to match that obtained experimentally. The grid voltage was assumed constant
throughout the modelling and represented as a voltage source with a series impedance. The value of this
impedance is adjusted to represent a strong grid and a weak grid. The voltage at the measurement location
was noted and compared to that obtained experimentally under the following tests.
Table 1. Simulink Model Parameters
LV Resistance
ESS Filter Capacitance
ESS Filter Inductance
ESS Filter Inductance
LV Inductance
Values referred to the LV side
Tx & Grid Resistance
Strong Grid Tx & Grid Inductance
Weak Grid Tx & Grid Inductance

Fig. 6. Simulink model of the WESS

Prefix
R1
C1
L1
L2
L3
Prefix
R2
L4
L4

Value
1.44mΩ
180μF
94.0 μH
47.0 μH
59.0 μH
Value
2.25m
1.60 μH
8.00 μH
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6. Experimental Validation
Experimental tests were carried out according to the testing schedule shown in Table 2, to enable
validation of the theoretical model against four real world operational cases. Each test needed to be run a
couple of times, as the DSE relay did not always detect a trip condition, even when the Woodward relay
tripped. This highlights a discrepancy in the sensitivities of the relays, which is assumed a function of the
different filtering and analytical techniques employed by each manufacturer to calculate the LoM
parameters.
Table 2. Experimental Testing Schedule
#
1
2
3
4

Power
0 – 2 MW Export
2MW Import – 2MW Export
0 – 2 MW Import
2MW Export – 2MW Import

DSE RoCoF Settings
Hz/s
Filter Cycles
0.125
20
0.125
13
0.125
13
0.125
13

DSE Relay
Vector Shift
RoCoF
5.4o
0.39 Hz/s
7.6o
1.21 Hz/s
5.4o
0.53 Hz/s
5.8o
0.99 Hz/s

(a)

Woodward Relay
RoCoF
Trip
Trip
Trip
Trip

(b)

Fig. 7. Experimental and simulated results: (a) 0 – 2MW Export; (b) 0 – 2MW Import

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Experimental and simulated results: (a) 2MW Import – 2MW Export; (b) 2MW Export – 2MW Import

Where the DSE relay did detect a trip, the corresponding peak vector shift and RoCoF values measured
by the relay were recorded in Table 2 along with whether the Woodward relay tripped.
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Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the graphs of the modelled voltage at the point of measurement against the
scope traces. The trip signal is registered by the scope at time t=0s and therefore, the event that leads to
the trip is approximately 60ms prior to this due to fault detection, calculation and relay operation. In all
cases, the simulated waveform follows the same trend as the experimental waveform and the change in
voltage and the DC-offset components leading to incorrect tripping can be seen. “A Exp”, “B Exp” and
“C Exp” are the three experimental line voltages while “A Sim”, “B Sim” and “C Sim” are the three
simulated line voltages.
It is assumed that the grid voltage and battery inverter voltage magnitude are constant. However, in
reality these change with time and are partly the reason why the voltages in Fig. 8 (b) are less accurate.
As the voltage is kept constant the “generator angle”, δ, - the angle between the inverter and the grid was adjusted in order to simulate the change in power condition of the BESS. As the inverter control
system within the ABB inverter is proprietary code, it is not known how accurate a representation this is
of changing the power setting. However, power in the model was crosschecked to ensure it was a suitably
representative value of the test.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Calculated experimental and simulated vector shift: (a) 0 – 2MW Export; (b) 0 – 2MW Import

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Calculated experimental and simulated vector shift: (a) 2MW Import – 2MW Export; (b) 2MW Export –
2MW Import

These figures show a standard three phase waveform with 120o phase shift as expected. The resultant
impact on the waveform following a shift in Power setting – either import or export – is visible at the 0s
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time setting.
The calculated values of vector shift under the experimental test and simulated calculations are shown
in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. The order of magnitude of the vector shift value is similar between the experimental
and simulated values; however, the timing is displaced. It is thought that this is related to the difficulty of
directly determining when the inverter power setting has changed.
The DSE relay recorded a value of voltage shift between 5° and 8°. The experimental and model
values over the same tests (with no filtering) yielded values closer to 7°to 10°. These values are greater
than the 6°of the standard for connection to a strong grid but lower than the 12°values, which would be
allowed for a weak grid connection. Unfortunately, as the WESS is at a primary substation close to a bulk
supply point, it definitely counts as a strong grid situation.
It is difficult to determine what the corresponding RoCoF value would be, especially in view of the
different filtering settings. A reasonable guess based on the data is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Simulated vs experimental RoCoF test results
#
1
2
3
4

Power
0 – 2 MW Export
2MW Import – 2MW Export
0 – 2 MW Import
2MW Export – 2MW Import

Simulated
2.7 Hz/s
5.4 Hz/s
3.0 Hz/s
7.8 Hz/s

Experimental
4.4 Hz/s
4.3 Hz/s
4.3 Hz/s
4.3 Hz/s

These values are much higher than those reported by the DSE relay (0.4 – 1.3Hz/s) as the model
results are showing values of up to 8Hz/s. These values are based on matching the phase of the switching
of inverter set point in the model as close as possible to the switching of the experimental data; though, in
reality this phase is not controlled.
Due to the presence of estimated data, it is believed that the results of the model are sufficiently
accurate to allow further studies to be undertaken. Values out by more than 10o would be cause for
concern.
7. Switching Angle Perturbance Simulation
The impact of the switching angle on the measured vector shift and RoCoF was investigated including
different filtering cycles (0, 13 & 20) for the RoCoF. Fig. 11 shows the impact of switching at different
angles on the modelled value of maximum vector shift and RoCoF, respectively. The test was carried out
for a 0-2MW export case with the B phase results shown. Other parameters that affect the vector shift and
RoCoF values include the strength of the grid. These values were generated for a strong grid. However,
similar values for a weak grid are shown in Fig. 12.

(a)
Fig. 11. Simulated impact of switching angle: (a) Vector shift; (b) RoCoF

(b)
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Table 4. Strong grid switching angle results
Vector Shift
RoCoF (0)
RoCoF (13)
RoCoF (20)

Best
0.97o
6.83 Hz/s
0.53 Hz/s
0.34 Hz/s

Worst
7.64o
53.8 Hz/s
4.14 Hz/s
2.69 Hz/s

Trip
22%
100%
97%
50%

It is clear from the results that the worst case occurs at 80°for phase A, 200°for phase B and 320°for
phase C. Table 4 shows the best and worst results along with the percentage of angles that result in a trip.
Therefore, to avoid all forms of nuisance tripping at the WESS, the RoCoF setting would need to be at
least 4.2Hz/s and the vector shift setting would need to be 7.7°. Table 5 shows the overall trip percentage
over the three phases, keeping the settings at their current limits would result in a trip on one of the phases
33% of the time by vector shift and 100% of the time through RoCoF.
Table 5. Strong grid three phase trip percentage
Trip

Vector Shift
67%

RoCoF (0)
100%

RoCoF (13)
100%

RoCoF (20)
100%

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. Simulated impact of switching angle in a weak grid: (a) Vector shift; (b) RoCoF
Table 6. Weak Grid Switching Angle Results
Vector Shift
RoCoF (0)
RoCoF (13)
RoCoF (20)

Best
1.27o
8.87 Hz/s
0.68 Hz/s
0.44 Hz/s

Worst
7.91o
55.8 Hz/s
4.29 Hz/s
2.79 Hz/s

Trip
0%
100%
97%
57%

This is clearly undesirable and if the BESS were operating under a fast response balancing mechanism
service would result in penalty charges to the operator of the equipment. This would affect the business
case for the BESS and would need to be considered in the financial calculations. The graphs indicate that
the introduction of a 500ms time delay on RoCoF settings will prevent the nuisance trips as the graphs
show that the system stabilises within about 5 cycles (or 100ms).
For a weak grid, the results are slightly different. Table 6 details the results and the worst-case scenario
occurs at a different point of 90°for phase A, 210°for phase B and 330°for phase C, and the RoCoF
setting would need to be at least 4.4Hz/s and the vector shift setting would need to be 8° to avoid
nuisance tripping. Table 7 shows the overall trip percentage over the three phase’s for a weak grid,
keeping the settings at the current limits would result in a trip on one of the phases 0% of the time by
vector shift and 100% of the time through RoCoF.
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Table 7. Weak grid three phase trip percentage
Trip

Vector Shift
0%

RoCoF (0)
100%

RoCoF (13)
100%

RoCoF (20)
100%

Tables 4 – 7 backed by the simulation in fig. 11 and fig. 12 show that the likelihood of the system
tripping on current vector shift and RoCoF settings is unacceptably high. This would cause problems for a
grid system operator relying on the response of energy storage to assist with frequency control.
8. Conclusion
In theory, the battery system should not trip on LoM protection when it is importing, as this is not a
requirement. However, the relay has no mechanism for differentiating between importing and exporting
resulting in an increase in nuisance trips over and above what would occur under current statutory limits.
As all relays have proprietary code, they do not all react in the same way during LoM detection. At the
WESS, the Woodward relay tripped out far more frequently than the DSE relay and therefore in the
course of this work there were far more nuisance trips than recorded trips.
It is difficult to match the simulated and experimental results, as the control system implementation in
the inverter is not explicitly published. Similarly, the mechanism for calculating the LoM protection is
proprietary and so difficult to replicate. The uncertainty in the filtering and control behind the
implementation gives differences between reported relay settings and that determined from experimental
waveforms. No official standard exists to ensure consistency across relay manufacturers.
However, what is clear is that fast acting power swings of energy storage results in nuisance trips,
which are unrelated to changes in frequency caused by zero crossing detection of waveforms with a DC
component. Simulated results indicate that settings would need to be adjusted to at least 4.2Hz/s RoCoF
and 7.7°vector shift in order to avoid tripping in a strong grid, and 4.4 Hz/s RoCoF and 8°vector shift in
a weak grid. Keeping the settings where they are would result in nuisance tripping approximately 100%
of the time under a fast acting operation. The WESS inverter controller has a programmable power ramp
rate to avoid nuisance trips. However, if energy storage is to be fully utilised for grid stability, then it is
important to ensure that it can operate to its full fast acting capability without constraint.
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